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ampus Song 
Wo.I. 6y: ~tv. tZr..I1- Ptltit 00 
Afu,ic l1y: 'Tr/&!dJ S1r4CMlon 
When the shades of ev' ning gather, Ursinus 
students hie 
To the soft, greenswarded campus, for a time their 
books laid by; 
And the parting rifts of sunlight, as they linger so~ 
and long, 
Shed a hallowed gleam of gladness, on our 
merriment and song. 
Now the glees of old Ursinus peal across the 
downy green, 
From Memorial to Olevian span the distance far 
between, 
And the walls of dear old Freeland the 
reverberations fl ing 
From the East Wing to the Dog House, as our 
voices loudly ring . 
Then across the Perkiomen, the chimings wing their 
flight, 
'Till beyond the far flung hilltops, they kiss 
Heaven's dome of light. 
Then as if they rued their boldness, come the 
trembling echoes back, 
And thus end the winged praises of the Red, Old 
Gold and Black. 
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Below: Freshman Mike Jan en 
dribble past Centennial 
Conference rival Dicki nsin . The 
mens' team lost 2-0 during the 
home game. 
Athletic outcomes 
The womens' team tied Gettysburg 
0-0 in double overtime during their 
third conference game of the year. 
Vollyballiost 3-2 to Gettysburg in 
the Helferich Gymna ium 
4 
Homecoming 2009 
red, black, and old ·gold 
Field Hockey triumphs 
Sarah Brant and Maria Mastoris 
watch as their teammates shut out 
Getty burg 7-0. The team only lost 
three games all season. 
Left: Alumni po~e with the 2009-
10 mascot. Steve Woods 
Homecoming King Bennett 
McLaughl an and Homecoming 
Queen Abbie Cichowski pose with 
top Homecoming fundrai ers 
Student Government Pres ident 
Danielle Harri and Sigma Pi 
member Greg Little 
Above: Kid of Ur ' inu fri ends, 
family, lUdent , and alulll enjoyed 
face painting, food , blow up bounce 
hou e . and other fun acti vities 
during homecoming fe ti vite . 
Left : Football alumni enjoyed a 
presentation by current football 
coach. Coach Peter Gallagher. in a 
football alumni tent--a fir '\ for 
Ur inu~ College. 
5 
Top row: Caitlin Cook and Ashley 
O'Connell; Lauren Myers and 
Casey Gilmore; Sarah Brant and 
Julie Bown; and Mike Wenger, 
Greg Bacak, and Pete Lipsi 
Above: Jessica Zatwarnicki, 
Brant, and fellow senior in 
a wooden shoe in Holland. 
Right: Shoji Samson in Mexico 
6 
Below; Mexico '08 students 
outside San Cristobal de las 
Casas, Chiapas. 
Right: Meaghan Reid and Ashley 
O'Connell in Paris, France 
Stu A road 
Top row: Mike Wenger in 
Sardinia; Ashley O'Connell 
snorkeling; students in Rome, 
Italy 
Top row: Ryan Collins (2nd 
monk from left) ordained as a 
novice Buddhist monk for a 
week while studying abroad in 
Bodh Gaya, India. 
Far left: Laine Cavanaugh in 
Australia; Far top: Len Moffa. 
Greg Bacak (08). and Mike 
DelloBuono at the German 
Airport. 
Left: Megan Mowrer in 
Guinness Storehouse in Dublin. 
Ireland; Above: Mary Massey. 
Cara Saraco. and Caitlin Dalik in 
Florence. Italy 
7 
Cheerleaders pictured below 
during the rainstorm left to 
right: Alex Peters and Marisa 
Urbano. Right: Kira Oldham-
Curtis with fellow students 
taking cover. 
Left to right: Seniors Chelsey 
Geib, Lauren Scholwinski, Sarah 
Ebling, and Alyssa Daloisio pose 
with Coach Erin Dickerson. 
Sisters Liz Lowes ('11) and 
Sam Lowes ('13) give a smile 






Samuel Alexis Scott Steven Anderson Yelda Deniz Asaner Megan T. Ascanio 
--
Jonathan Edward Barber Oliver T. Barry Kelly Ann Beck Kelly Elizabeth Becker 
Nichola Michael Bendis Alicia Jane Bengston Amber Lynn Berldns Ellen M. Bernhard 
14 
Andrey F. Bilko Katherine Marie Blair Karen Boedecker Jennifer R. Bonini 
Haley Rae Bo ak lulie Anne Bown Timothy G. Brandon arah Katherine Brant 
David G. Breines Holly Anne Bri.lell Nadine Alise Burtt Stephen Cacciavillano 
IS 
filenioio 
Michael J. Cafarchio Matthew Ryan Campbell Elizabeth Royal Cannon Benjamin Michael Cappa 
Charles H. Cather Laine Arielle Cavanaugh Abbie R. Cichowski Lydia Elizabeth Civello 
Thomas Clarke Ari B. Cohen Helen Ann Coin Ryan James Collins 
16 
Caitlin Marie Cook Remy M. Cou art Lauren Marie Daley Alyssa Michelle Daloi io 
Bridget Daly-Barnes Chri topher M. Daniel Jose M. DeJe us Michael Dellobuono 
Maria Patricia Dennard Lauren Jaclyne Derstine Jessica M. DeVaul Nicole Amanda Dillie 
17 
filenioilJ 
Dante J. DiMidio Julie Katherine DiPuppo Lauren DiTizio Sarah J. Ebling 
" ,.r 
Jasmine Seah Ellis Samantha L. Everhart Jennifer T. Fargo Eric A. Farris 
Christina Ann Fedak Kayla A. Federline Caitlin Fee Harrison Fennimore 
18 
Samamha Mary Fortin Sara . Fo ter Kyle Gerard Fox Christina Roberta Fulcher 
Thomas Funnanak Chri G. Fu~co Jessie E. Gammel Bradle Robert Garman 
Brooke Eli / abeth Garwood Chelsey Coryn Geib Stacy Lynn Gensert Kelly Anne George 
19 
filenioiJ 
Casey E. Gilmore Anthony John Giovianzzo Daniel Glover 
Brett M. Godoy Elizabeth Wanzie Gombosi James Augustus Gorman Jes ica D. Gunzelman 
Martin Joseph Guy Jr. Zina Abdelelah Habib Sean Michael Hall Nicole E. Hanby 
20 
G. Patrick Harkins Alexandra J . Harmelin Danielle Marie Harris Deanna J. Hayes 
Stephan J. Hennion Emily Jean Herman Katelyn Anne Hickman-Poloney Jenni fe r Lynn Hooven 
Jennifer L. Hope Matthew J. Hummel Katrina Elizabeth Hunt Sarah Elizabeth Hurtt 
21 
filenioio 
Amber Eboni Hypplite Michael J. lngargiola Allison S. Injaian Mark Jaskowski 
Tanja C. Johansson Melanie A. John on Elena Kang Kyli Marie Kauth 
Joseph Bryce Kenney Richard J. Kisielowski Michelle C. K1aw Carolyn Helen Konstanzer 
22 
Laura 1. Krieger Melia Ann Krupa Brandon S. Kruter Mark William LaSorda 
Mubarak Ibn-Mu tafa Lawerence Rebecca Booth Law on Sophia Kosmas LaLare Roger Lawrence Lee 
Danielle Marron Lehtonen Steven 1. Leydet Joseph Chen hang Li Rebecca Ann Lineman 
23 
Christina Marie Lippe Gregory L. Little Jr. Leighann Lombardi Daniel Joseph Lombardo 
Marc Nicholas Lordi Chelsea R. Lutts Lyndsay Christine MacFeeters Bennett Emerson MacLauchlan 
Andrea Grace Magnolo Hannah B. Malinowski Aidiah Saran Mallory Christen Marie Mandracchia 
24 
Benjamin Robert Mannix Carolyn Martin Mary E. Ma sey Eric athan Ma t 
Alexandria D. McBride Jonathan James McCarthy Kevin Patrick McGarvey Moira E. McGrath 
Paige A. McQuillian Emily R. Mercadante Andrew Austin Miller Serena Vishwaraj Mithbaokar 
25 
fiJeniotJ 
Thomas A. Moccio Leonard Silvio Moffa Anthony Martino Morgan Megan C. Mower 
Stefanie Aryn Moyer Kristen Leigh Much Ryan Charles Murray 
Jackie Daryl Narbut Brittany K. Nelsen Matthew D. Nixon Ashley P. O'Connell 
26 
fi!enio~o 
Kira Michelle Oldham-Curti Margaret H. Opalack Chri top her C. Orser Gianna Nicole Paonne 
Margaret Angela Papa Adam George Papas Harri Spiro Papas Shakeeta J. Parker 
Angela M. Perfidio Gabrielle Porena Kaitlin Pali ca Porter Laura Tracy Prahlad 
27 
Dana Elizabeth Puglisi M. Lennon Pukowsky Patrick John Quinn 
Melissa Marie Quirk Suzanne S. Rechelian Tyesha Marie Reddick Meaghan Lupinacci Reid 
Saddean N. Reid Melissa Reuter Christin Rodgers Lorenzo Gonzalez Salcedo 
28 
fiJeniD~o 
Shoji Olivo Samson Cara Marie araco Eli e oel Sa sone Ri a Satomura 
Robert George Saunder Carl Richard Scholl Lauren Michele Scholwin ki Michael T. Schwager 
Amanda R. Schwartz Erica L. Scott Lui. Angel Serrano Aaka h Kaushik Shah 
29 
filenioilJ 
Zachary Michael Shamberg Sara Lynn Simon Michael James Sizer Mark G. Smedberg 
Jacob A. Smith Sara E. Smith Emily Nicole Spencer Amber Lee Spurka 
Leah K. Stambaugh Kristen E. Stapler Matthew Joseph Stehman Stephanie J. Steinke 
30 
] ill A. tevens Michael lephen tOlll Mary Katherine Sullivan Michael Antonio Thomas 
Trevor S. Thomas Julie T. Tran han non Kathleen Tully Kaylyn Danielle Turner 
Bret Ru~sell Umstead Nicole Leigh Varga Daniel P. Vass Brendan Patrick Walsh 
31 
EileniOiJ 
Thomas Patrick Walsh Alex Hanxiang Wang Corey Paul Weaver Michael Alexander Wenger 
Kathryn Ann Wi] on William E. Wimble IV Todd Blandy Wonderlin Mark Phillip Worrilow 
Kyoko Yamashita Allison Marie Young Michael Francis Young Ronald Scott Young 
32 
Brendan Matthew Zaba Je ica Lauren Zatwamicki Stacey R. Zimmer 
Matthew Whitman Ashley McComeskey 
Vince Redko Dave Yourgrau 
33 

in just a few words: 

PRESIDENT STRASSBURGER 
and EILEEN HUGHES 
WINFIELD GUI 
Office of the t-'rtIJICUW:: 
KIM TAYLOR 
Assistant Dean of Students 
Director of Campus Safety 
TODD MCKINNEY 
Associate Dean of Students 
irector of Leadership Developme 
and Student Activities 
3 
FACULTY AND STAFF 
Department 
, B. Bailey, E. Dawley, R. 
to right): R. Kohn, 
, J. Sidie, R. Dawley, L. 
epartment I j. I /' /' , 




FACULTY AND STAFF 
Facilities Services 
ibrary Staff 
D. Hartman, C. Jamison, L. Marchetti , D. Mill , D. 
Weigel, J. Whitman 
Music Department . 
Student Financial Services 
Left to right: V. Nelson, A. Lucas, G. Weight, J. Levy, C. Wager, C. 
Wysocki , Admissions Office 
(left to right) : D. Hammer, R. DiFeliciatonio, C. Schnell, J. 
cLaughlin , D. Clavin. Back Row (left to right) : S. Pinter, B. Mulroy, 
Strickler, E. Dickerson, S. Thomas 
Business Office Staff 
hrt ~~partment 
~ 





FACULTY AND STAFF 





Front Row (left to right) : 




UC Cheerleaders: Liza • 
UC Roller Hockey: 
Back: Lor Kats, Mike 
Wenger, Chris Capone, 
Ryan Farley, Walker 
Merritt, Garrett Shanker. 
Front: Dorie Herndon, 
Mike Duffield , Mathew 
Chorney, Andrew 
Katzenmoyer. 
Agayeva, Rebekah ~-~~~!!!~~ 
Borio, Cassandra ~ ==:'" 
Colombo, Alyssa 
Daloisio, Sarah Ebling, 
Misha Fausto, Chelsey 
Geib, Danielle Harris, 
Jennifer Jacob-Freese, 
Barbara Joseph, 
Danielle Kimmel , 
Lindsay Knauer, 
Kamilah McGill , Brooke 
Mitchell , Stephanie 
Marie Nocito, Alexandra 
Peters, Lauren 
Scholwinski , Lauren 
Tedesco, Marisa 
Urbano, Latifah Waddy, 
Nicole Zimmerman 
Ninjutsu: Back row: 
Josh Zirkel , Kendra 
Swartz, Patrick Skelton, 
Michael Delaney 
Front row: Nick Orlov, Joe 
Li , Emily Short 
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship: 
Back Row: James Harper, Emily Manns, 
Audra Lins, Emily Taylor, Charese 
McGregor, Steve Farber, Alex Wersted, Kyle 
Bahm 
Middle Row: Danny Tomblin , Nadine Burtt, 
Sam Slusser, Megan Yoder, Kelly Bradley, 
Liz Presutti 
Front Row: Dave Drzewicki , Jill Stevens, 
Erin Gormley, Allison Cavanaugh 
Not Pictured: Jonathan Barber, Erik Derr, 
Rachael Dioses, Laura Gurenlian, Kory 
Kapinos, Kevin Kley, Rachel Lee, Christie 
Lehman , Ashley Nelson-Gentry, Mike 
Rissmiller, Ashley Sivo 
Japanese Club: 
From the back row, Ryan 
Morrow, Benjamin Delfs, 
Justin Garavel , Artemis 
Pagan Callaghan, Sean 
Rosenberg, Ayaka Kitashima, 
Pierre Laurent, Elaine 
Maulucci , Amanda Munyon, 
Claire Peterson, Madeline 
Guss, Cynthia Chiu , Shin 
Iwanaga, Yuki Izumisawa, 
Chiaki Sagayama, Juliann 
Weidenmoyer, Mina Asai , 
Seika Ueda 
Breakaway Student Productions: 
First Row: Mitch Smith , Max Lehner,Helen Ann 
Coin , Nadine Burtt , Melanie Stefan, Christen 
Mandracchia, Alexandra Harmelin , Melissa Reuter 
Back Row: Samantha Callanta, Nick 
Bendas,Tucker Bacon, Abe Woycke, Joshua 
Aungst, Emily Garmisa, Tyler Shipley, Mark 
Smedberg, Carly Siegler, Brooke Haley, Pamela 
Horn . 
Beardwood Chemical Society: 
Andrey Bilko, Nicole Zimmerman, Christina Lippe, 
Sara Foster, Katherine Greco, and David Darmon. 
Not present: Kathryn Maselli 
Students Together 
Against Rape (STAR): 
First row: Samantha Fortin , 
Megan Mowrer, James Shelton, 
Audrey Hickey, Sean Miller 
Back row: Dan Horowitz, Caitlin 
Fee, Arielle Ross, Jesse 
Finafrock, Emily Arndt, Andre Kiss 
Not pictured: Elizabeth Hooper, 
Sam Alexis , Salieym Smith , Maire 
Moriarty, Jennifer Joseph 
47 
B Naturals: Front kneeling 
left to right: Sarah 
Schwolsky, Lucy 
McNamara, Lauren 
Mermelstein, Sarah Anne 
Rosner. 
Left to Right around the 
Piano: Lauren Goldstein, 
Pam Horn, Lindsay Burgess, 
Caroline Andrews, Jennifer 
Hope, Jessica Straughn, 
Regan Dohm, Jacquelyn 
Berkowitz, Yuki Izumisawa, 
Ayaka Kitashima, Sarah 
Wadsworth , Rachel Perry, 
Lauren Schwegler, Gabi 
Poretta, Sarah Brand, Anna 
Lorine, Zoe Yousik 
Not pictured: Abby Moore, 
Amanda Munyon, Delicia 
Wharton , Meaghan Reid, 
Holly Smith, Ryann Burke, 
Brooke Haley, Ashley 
O'Connell , Denise Vereen, 
Andrea Harring 
48 
Campus Activity Board: 
Elizabeth Burns, Some girl , Jane 
Kim , Ryan Pugliese, Aaron Leitner, 
Kid , Jordan Mcintyre, Alyse Reid, 
girl , Katie Banas, Ben Mannix, Jill 
Stevens, Meaghan Reid 
:tive Minds: Back Row: Sara Mohler, Alexandra 
~ters President, Molly McGrath, Vinnie Dombay, 
ianna Gaddy. Front Row: Kristin Robbio, Vice-
esident, Laura Faith , Amanda Munyon. 
)t Pictured: Jon McCarthy, Christie Lehman 
Ursinus College Environmental 
Action (UCEA): Back Row: Colin 
Hughes, Adriana Campo, Alison 
Poandl , Emily Arndt, Tom Jablonowski , 
Jonathan Barber, Rebecca Hollenbach 
Front Row: Max Lehner, Annie Re, 
Audrey Hickey, Kait Vanderlaan 
Ultimate Frisbee Society: James Hart, Greg Richards, 
Vince Discepola, Kevin Knuepfer, John Kaufman, Sahith 
Valluru , Tim Keiper, James Thomson, Greg Strouse, Alyssa 
Blaustein , Crispin Leahy, Jacob Hope, Josh Aungst, Mark 
Smedberg 
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Resident Hall Association (RHA): 
Top row: Michelle Klaw; Secretary, Meaghan Reid; 
President, Mary Massey; VP, Lindsay Budnick; USGA Rep 
Bottom Row: Brandon Reber and Bryan Borek 
Not pictured: Holly Brizell ; Treasurer 
Students in Free Enterprise (SIFE): 
Back row: Dan Vass, Adam Rimshaw, Ty Wetzel , Brandon 
Reber, Dan Horowitz, Tim Jordan 
Front row: Kaitlyn Werner, Bindu Pirlamarla, Kristen Mareno, 
Janel Melnick, Kimberly Keenen 
Not Pictured: Brittany Killian , Darya (Dasha) Piatrova, Joseph 
Sperlak, Steven Leydet, Robert Saunders, Alexandra (Lexi) 
Signoriello, Sierra Guerrin , Kaitlyn Meyers, Phil Ricci 
Bonner Leaders: 
From left to right: Dana 
Schirk, Krishna Patel , 
Melissa Rutowski , Madeline 
Mcevily, Val Alonso Gough, 
Zannah Pierce, Kristen Daly-
Barnes, Julie Zdonek, 
1'\[-"""_.' Bridget Daly-Barnes, Laura 
Prahlad, Liam Marston, 
Lindsay Budnick, Arielle 
Ross, Jess Devaul , Christian 
Rice (Advisor), Josh Picard 
UCTV: 
Matthew Whitman , Roger Lee, 
Latifah Waddy, Justin Cunard and 
Hassan Elghawy 
Not pictured: Brandon Kamin , Liz 
Kilmer, Danielle Chmelewski , Nick 
Berkowitz, Jeff Thomas, Josh 
Krigman , Phil Giannini and Tim 
Prosser 
UC Dance Team: 
Front Row: Chelsey Nehila, 
Alyssa Caffarelli , Alanna Coyle, 
Caitlyn McLarnon, Erin 
Siaunwhite 
Middle Row: Nicole Zimmerman, 
Sara Jones, Allyssa Landis, 
Kelly George, Alyce 
Rasmussen, Aimee Petronglo 
Back Row: Amy Hartl , Michelle 
Henry, Lauren Fogarty, 
Alexandra Peters, Chelsea Lee, 
Erica Schindewolf, Carolyn Lang 
Not pictured: Brittany Ang, 
Annabel Clarance 
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Women's Rugby: Liz 
Palovick, Sammie 
Mcilwain , Jen (Donna) 
Norton, Coach Jared 
Good, Maria Krolikowski , 
Julia Westermier, 
Natausha Davis, Kira 
Personette , Lauren 
Lusardi , Karin Zerella, 
Emily Feldtmose, Emma 
Cave, Joann Althouse, 
Deena Ghazzi , Amanda 
Mcbride, Rachel Smith, 
Michelle Klaw, Katie 
Maselli , Sarah Muscella, 
Kate Hickman 
52 
UC Cinematic Guild: Back Row: 
Frances Christoper, Emily Mercadante 
(Secretary), Matt Whitman (President), 
Vincent Discepola 
Front Row: Joshua Walsh , Lisa Jobe, 
Laurel Salvo (Vice President) Louisa 
Schnaithmann , Paige McQuillan 
'AND: Back row: Ryan Collins, ,Michael 
lsserman, Brianna Gaddy, Daniel Tomblin 
)nt row: Serena Mithbaokar, Sarah Hood-Betts, 
ldsay Hogan, Audra Lins, Maire Moriarty 
;0, not pictured: Colin Hughes, Danel Berman, Kim 
'enen, Arielle Ross, Barbara Joseph 
Escape Velocity: Back Row: Roger 
Lee (Artistic Director), Matthew Whitman 
(Publicist) , Brandon Kamin 
2nd row: Frances Christopher, Katie 
Haldeman, Alex Neal , Nora Noland , 
Helen Sieracki , Alanna Coyle (Activities 
Coordinator) , Sara Abdelmageed , Laura 
Hutzapple, Tanja Johanssen, Lauren 
Palazzi , Julie Durso, Caitlyn McLarnon 
Middle Row: Jessica Neuman, Shreya 
Nindadavolu, Kait Vanderlaan , Grace 
Gennarro 
Front Row: Jennifer Paulding 
(Secretary) , Sarah Anne Rosner 
(Company Manager) , Jaquelyn 
Berkowitz, Gina Masciarelli , Alyssa 
Cafarelli , Nicole Zimmerman 
Missing: Brittany Gogluizza (Company 
Manager) , Tyesha Reddick, Shin 
Iwanaga, Melanie Johnson, Alyssa 
Landis , Annabel Clarance, Shakiya 
Canty, Robyn Clarke, Amanda By the 
Bearitones: Standing: Caroline Andrews (Music Director), 
Logan Duffie, Chris Smith , Andrew Carr, Kyle Fox, Sean 
Miller, Nolan Maloney, Walker Merritt, Chris Dietrich , Mike 
Dunlea, Ernie Constantine , Sitting: Ron Stranix, Tucker 
Bacon, Alex Wersted, Russell Parnon, Not Pictured: Mitchell 
Smith 
53 
The Grizzly (Newspaper): Back Row: Roger Lee, Michael 
Delaney, Matt Campbell (Sports) , Matt Whitman (Photo) , Zahcary 
Shamberg (Opinions) , Dante DiMidio 
Front Row: Liz Kilmner (News) , Chris Michael , Caitlin Dalik(Co-
Editor in Chief) , Katie Callahan (Co-Editor in Chief) , Carly 
Seigler, Alex Doll , Gianna Paone (Features) 
Not Pictured: Laura Salvo, Ellen Bernhard, Lindsay Adams 
The Ruby (Yearbook): Back Row: Lin 
Adams, Jonathan Barber, Taylor Manferdin 
Front Row: Katie Callahan , Elizabeth Bu 
Project Delphi: 
Top row: Ethan Kuhn , Pat 
McAndrew, Brandi Killian , 
Sahith Valluru, Julia 
Westermeier, Rebecca 
Hollenbach , Rachel Perry 
Second row: Patrick 
Hayakawa, Vivek Reddy, 
Russell Parnon, Scott Paine, 
William Godfrey, Alexis 
Murauskas, Alex Niedmann, 
Caleb Landis 
Bottom row: Andrew Eron, 
Cara Uhrich, Holly Smith , 
Briana Brukilacchio, Diana 
Finesmith , Chelsea 
Cattahan, Rachael Frawley 
MAPS: 
Back Row: Rodolfo Coplin , 
Rouaa Mohamed, Alaina 
Geary, Shakiya Canty, Sahith 
Valluru 
Front Row: Jenete Okeke, 
Innocent Turner, Abby 
Toml inson, Maria Dennard 
Up Til Dawn: Back row: 
Andrew Bean, Bridget 
Daly-Barnes, Matt 
Hummel, Allen Benko, 
'Chris Burcham. Second 
~'Wi:'I row: Kiley Stauffer, Lauren 
Meyers, Joann Althouse, 
Zina Habib, Lindsay 
Adams, Erica Schindewolf, 
Danny Horowitz, Mike 
Cohen. First row: Emily 
Koppenhofer, Carolyn 
Martin, Kristen 
Washington, Caitlyn Dalik 
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Sigma Tau Delta (English 
Honors) Left Photo: Top 
left: Cara Saraco, Jasmine 
Ellis , Kelly George. Bottom 
left: HelenAnn Coin , Gianna 
Paone, Amber Hyppolite. 
Not pictured: Nicole Dillie , 
Karen Boedecker, Nicole 
Feight, Melissa Krupa, 
Megan Ormsby, Jason 
Zerbe, Shaun Frank, Keith 
Page 
Phi Epsilon Kappa 
(Exersice Sport Science 
Honors) Right Photo: Mike 
Stout, Mark Warrilow, Sean 
Hill , Margie Papa, Hannah 
Malinowski. Not Pictured: 
56 
Kyle Fox 
Theta Chi (Communication 
Studies): Left to Right: Ellen 
Bernhard, Roger Lee, Emily 
Herman, Jonathan Barber, Abbie 
Cichowski , Caitlin Dalik, Matt 
Whitman, Melanie Johnson 
hitians Society (Achievement--female): Alexandra 
-iarmelin , Jessica DeVaul , Stephanie Steinke, Ashley 
) 'Connell , Michelle Klaw, Casey Gilmore, 
AaryKatherine Sullivan, Kelly George, Kayla Federline, 
~hristina Lippe. Not Pictured: Laura Prahlad, Laura 
3urenlian, Rebecca Lawson, Melissa Stratton , Lydia 
~ivello , Nadine Burtt, Meaghan Reid , Julie Tran , 
Cathryn Wilson, Zina Habib 
Cub and Key Society: Daniel 
Lombardo, Mark Smedberg, Brendan 
Walsh , Travis Kryder, Aakash Shah, 
Mike Cafarchio, Zach Shamberg. Not 
Pictured: Kyle Fox, Mark LaSorda, 
Rodger Lee, Gregory Lewis, Keith 
Page, Ryan Murray, Alex Wang, Todd 
Wonderlin 
Phi Alpha Theta (History Honors): Top left: Erik Derr, 
Todd Wonderlin , Zach Traino, Jeff Centafont. Bottom left: 
Calla Mattox, Matt Nixon, Nick Bendas, Danielle Harris. Not 
pictured: Tom Nucatola, Bridget Resetco, Marc Lordi , 
Brittany Killian , Michael Thomas 
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r Computing 
• .., ....... n.-"" ders Pre-Medical 
Sports Science Club 
rd Pre-Legal Society 
Relations Club 
AS,so,clation of America 
lub 
sics Students 
.. ar'lring Association 
GOlleCJe Self-
al Arts Club 
Men's Rugby 
ge Paintball Club 
ge Scuba Dive 
e Tennis Association 
Society 
..,I.,.wo",ng Society 
ise - Gospel Choir 
ert Band 
nCl!jl:!llft'llnle 
t.r: •• jl:!ln,nlbrs 
Col ege Choir 
ege Theatre 
ege Dance Company 
U"t.B_" ciation of Latin 
..... :., .._,lIudents Motivated to 




r Informed Democracy 
College Democrats 
UC Political Science Association 
WE CAN (We Care About the Nation) 
WVOU - College Radio Station 
Hillel 
Muslim Student Association 
Newman Society 
Big Brothers, Big Sisters 
Best Buddies 
Colleges Against Cancer 
Habitat For Humanity 
SERV (Student Emergency Response 
Volunteers) 
Inter-Greek Council 
Ursinus College Student Government 
Association Class Councils 
Alpha Psi Omega (Dramatics) 
Beta Beta Beta (Biology) 
Gamma Sigma Alpha (Greek AC'llae~mIID) 
Kappa Mu Epsilon (Mathe 
Omega Delta Epsilon (Economics) 
Phi Beta Kappa (Academic) 
Pi Gamma Mu (Social Sciences) 
Phi Sigma Iota (Foreign Language) 
Psi Chi (Psychology) 
Sigma Pi Sigma (Physics) 
Sigma Xi (Scientific Research) 
On the athletic fields, 
Ursinus students meet 
i:iends and learn the value of 
camaraderie and team work. 
2009-10 was another great 
year for Ursinus Athletic. 
The women's field hockey 
team made it to the C 
semifmal (Ot the seco d 
time in three years, a d they 
placed {ourth in the ivi on 
ill Championship . J; e 
al e;lIJl finished n . 
'Afti"Aftt"l'lGI Conferen e, 
tb.e-ECAC 
bowl during the post-season. 
The Gross Country teams 
competed in the Mid-East 
eg 'bnals, the men ranking 
27th and the women finishing 
24th, and th S wit)1ll1ing 
teams competed 'in February's 
Centenn' al Conference 
Champ' onships with their. 
best seasons to date. Ele 
number of accompli I1men 
are many, but these hotos 
nold the memories that will 
stick with athletes 11 
come. 
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Albright 28-3 L 
Lebanon Valley 27-20 L 
Juniata 31-0 W 
Gettysburg 55-50 W 
Franklin & Marshall 21-14 L 
ROSTER: 
Nale Mast, Sean Hall , Travi. Evans, Shane Whalen. Chas Calhers, 
Tony Slefanoni , Eikeem Barron, Kahlil Pillman, Joe Galie. Joe KOSl, 
Andrew Regan, Kei lh Baker. Nick Giarratano, Mall McHugh, Derek 
Giannelli, Ju lin DeCrislofaro, Rob While, Bryan Borek , Kevin 
Kley, Greg Martell , Shea Wisler, Joe Henry, Chris Howard , Buddy 
Ferro, Mike Rissmiller. Jason Golderer, Corey Barkers, Scott 
Anderson, Seth Cardene, 'Teddy Conrnd, Ben D'Alessio, Shane 
Eachus, Eric Mannes, Chri s Rou ntree, Evan Owens. SCOll Gardlls. 
Ben AbilZ, Martin Guy, Kyle Yeiler, Tony Sant ino, Jason Wallon, 
Dave Queroli , Sean Whelan, Dorie Rerndon, Dixon Speaker, C) 
Yespelkis, Aaron Hunsberger, Mark Worril ow, Chris Salaga, Eric 
Dickson-Peppler, Mall Walson, Tigran Israelyan, Marc Lordi, Wills 
Wendel, Casey Todorow, Alex Grilli , Myles Tornella, Tom 
Eckelman, Bull Highl and, Dan Cook, Chris Santoro, Chris Urban, 
Nick Grajewski , Anthony Figueroa, Chris Lenkowski , James 
Noebels, Zach Cline, James Green, Chris Kokol, Bob Wise, Victor 
Jaramillo, Michael D' Amico, Brell Smyers, AI Desiderio, Carl 
Scholl , Joe Hoy, Tim Blaine, Chris Decker, Brel Umstead, Tony 
Rosa, Tim Sirinivasan, Tyler Wall , Joe Keslenbaum , Same Morgan, 
Richard Yespelkis, Erik Derr, Greg Fontaina, Forrie Miller, Slephen 
Hayman, Chri tian Poslock 
tball 
Johns Hopkins 16-14 W 
McDaniel 48-13 W 
Moravian 20-19 L 
Muhlenberg 24-10 W 
Dickinson 35,.32 W 
Field Hockey 
Alvernia 12-0 W 
Messia 4-3 L 
Rowan 4-3 W 
Randolph-Macon 6-0 W 
Salisbury 2-0 L 
Eastern Mennonite 4-0 W 
TCNJ 9-1 W 
Dickinson 6-0 W 
West Chester 5-1 W 
Bryn Mawr 15-0 W 
Gettysburg 7-0 W 
Muhlenberg 6-1 W 
F&M 7-2 W 
Haverford 8-1 W 
McDaniel10-0 W 
Swarthmore 9-0 W 
Washington (Md.) 9-0 W 
Johns Hopkins 8-3 W 
Haverford 10-2 W 
Johns Hopkins 6-0 
1, BLind ey Doutt, Jr; 2, M Megan 
Yoder, Jr; 3, B Maria Ma tori , Jr; 5, F 
Catherine Bitterly, F; 6, M Rachel 
Pandl, F; 7, M Jen Pappa, F; 8, F 
Je ica Zatwarnicki , r; 9, M Michelle 
Wimmer, Jr; 10, M Bridget Re etco, Jr; 
11 , M Julie Pilla, Fr; 13, B Katie Hunt 
r; 14, F Jennifer Bayzick, Jr; 15 , F 
Corinne Freeman, 0; 16, B Nicole 
Hanby, 0; 18, F Aly a Thren, 0; 20, 
F Jen Hooven, r; 21 , M Kelly Becker, 
r; 22, B Taylor Weidensaul, Ir; 25, 
arah Brant, r; 33, GK Jm Luken, So; 
55, GK Erica Scott, r; 88, GK 
LauraLee Lightwood-Mater, Jr 
Moravian 0-0 T 
Misericordia 2-0 W 
DeSales 2-1 L 
Scranton 2-1 L 
Gettysburg 3-1 L 
Alvernia 3-1 L 
McDaniel 3-1 L 
Haverford 1-0 L 
ROSTER: 
1, GK Mike Alferi, So; 2, D Tim 
Brandon, Sr; 3, MF Brendan Gifford, Jf; 
4, D Garrett Shanker, Fr; 5, MF Peter 
Sosinski, Fr; 6, MF Ryan Murray, Sr; 7, 
B Mike Cohen, So; 8 FIMF Mike Jansen, 
Fr; 9, MF Jo h Howell, Fr; 10, MF 
Andrew Machalick, So; 11 , MF David 
Breines, Sr; 12, D Colin Kunkle, Fr; 13, 
F George Belaire , Jr; 14, F Abe Cabello, 
Jr; 15, M Christian Cruz, Fr; 19, MF 
l ame Peeler, Fr; 20, MF Ian Reitman , 
lr; 22, F Jean Carlo Cordova, So; 26 D 
Alex Hill, Fr; 27, D Kevin Amuquandoh, 
Fr 
Dickinson 2-0 L 
Eastern 2-1 W 
Swarthmore 2-1 L 
Goucher 2-1 W 
ccer 
John Hopkins 2-0 L 
Washington 1-1 T 
Franklin & Marshall 2-1 L 
Muhlenberg 1-0 L 
Women's Soccer 
Moravian 3-2 W 
Manhattanville 3-0 W 
New York University 3-2 L 
Stevens 3-2 W 
Franklin & Marshall 3-0 W 
Susquehanna 3-2 W 
Dickinson 3-2 L 
Bryn Mawr 7-1 W 
Gettysburg 0-0 T 
Haverford 1-0 L 
Richard Stockton 1-0 W 
Washington 4-0 W 
McDaniel 4-1 W 
Swarthmore 2-0 L 
Muhlenberg 1-0 L 
Johns Hopkins 3-0 L 
RO TER: 
00, GK Ju tine Harvey, Fr; 0 I, GK 
C laire Yergeau, Fr; 2, M Angela Lenzo, 
; 3, 0 Bridget Winn , Jr ; 4, F Kate lyn 
Mill er, 0; 5, F Je Gunzelman, r; 6 , 0 
lex Doll , 0; 7, M Megan canio, r; 
, 0 Lauren Myer , r; 9, M Alex 
hi er , 1r; 10, 0 Li a Pan, Fe 11 , F 
Kati e Gigl, Jr ; 12, M Diana Wijtyk, o· 
13, F Leah haw, Fr; 14, 0 COllltney 
Jone, 0; 15 , 0 Cindy Taylor, Sr: 16, M 
Eleanor Jone, 0; 17, 0 Monica Oli v to, 
0; 18, M ata lie Ma sari, Fr; 19, M Jes. 
Porcelan, 0; 20, F ecilia Mansson, Fr; 
2 1, M Brittany William , So; 22. 0 
Meli a Reuter, r; 23 0 Caitlin McGee, 




Delaware Valley Invitational: 6th Gettysburg Invitational: 15th 
Immaculata Invitational: 2nd Centennial Championships: 8th 
Philadelphia Metro: 4th NCAA Mid-East Regional: 27th 
ROSTER: 
Amo Almy, Fr; Jeff Centafont, 
Jr; Adam DiCaprio, So; Dante 
Dirnidio, Sr; Mark Gapinski, Fr; 
Jeremy Garavel, Jr; Justin 
Garavel, Jr; Brett Godoy, Sr; 
Brett Imbemba, Jr; Bogdan 
Lisachenko, So; Tristan 
Lozuaway-McComsey, Fr; Tegh 
Matharu, So; Len Moffa, Sr; Ben 
Mosher, So; Jose Quirits, Fr; John 





Delaware Valley Invitational: 3rd Gettysburg Invitational: 16th 
Immaculata Invitational: 1 st Centennial Championships: 9th 
Philadelphia Metro: 3rd NCAA Mid-East Regional: 24th 
RO TER: 
Lauren Alexandra, 0; Gina Brie nza, 
Fr; Kati Call ahan, Jr; abrina Cimerol , 
0; tephanie Donatone, 0; Carina 
Doy le, Fr; Laura Faith , Jr; Miche lle 
Franko, Jr; Eli zabeth Fuoco, 0; Laure n 
Gold te in , 0; Rebecca Holle nbach, Fr; 
age Hubert, Fr; icole 10 e rio, Fr; 
Jo rdan Kellogg, Fr; Jackie Kimmel, Fr; 
Greta M artika inen-Watcke, k M eghan 
McDermott, ; Alexandra Minning, Fr 
Alexandra Morri , 1i on Nolan, Jr; 
la ire Peter on, 0; Caroline avitz, Fr; 
Che l ie chadt, 0; ara Sl)err, Fr; 









VA Wesleylan 3-2 L 
V II yball 
Scranton 3-0L Albright 3-0 L 
3-1W Washington (Md.) 3-1 W 
Scranton 3-1 W McDaniel 3-1 L 
Haverford 3-0 L Swarthmore 3-0 L 
Widener 3-0 L King's (Pa.) 3-0 L 
Dickinson 3-0 L Muhlenberg 3-0 L 
Bryn Mawr 3-0 W Johns Hopkins 3-0 L 
Wesley 3-2 W Del. Valley 3-1 W 
Gettysburg 3-2 L F&M 3-0 L 
ROSTER: 
1, OH Mary Kate Wilmoth, 
Jr; 2, OH Gabby Galleo, Jr; 
3, SIL Jennifer Fargo, Sr; 5, 
MB Kayla McLeod, Fr; 
6, SIR Elizabeth Roth, So; 7, 
MB Kristin Hanratty, Fr; 8, 
SIRS Kaitlyn Ott, Fr; 9, OH 
Kimberly Goldberg, So; 13, 
L Royale Randolph, Fr; 16, 



















Washington & Lee 
Ro ter: 
Kyle Bahm, R; Alex Blank, 0 ; amuel 
Brenner, FR; Willi am Comely, FR; Theodore 
Conrad, FR; Andrew Corbett, FR: Ben Garelick, 
0: Dan Glover, R; Jonathan Goncalve , SO; 
nthony Green tine, 0 ; onnor Gregory, FR; 
We Ha ran, JR; tephen Hayman, FR; Daniel 
Horowitz, 0 ; Fernando Jone, 0 ; Michael 
Kevlin , FR; Kevi n Kozub, FR; Ryan Kreppel , 
0 ; LauraLee Lightwood-Mater, JR; Eric 
Manne, 0 ; Connor McCormick, SO; Connor 
McNamara, 0 ; Ed Minelli , JR ; ate Murren, 
JR; Adam Papa , R; HaiTi Papa, SR; Andrew 
Regan, 0 ; William Ri eck, FR; John Robin on, 
FR ; Michael chwager, R; Brett Smyers, FR; 
Myle Tornetta , FR; Chri topher Warren, FR; 
urti Watkin , FR; John Whitham. JR; Michael 
William, FR . 
Men's 
Swi 
lebanon Valley 101-S5W 
lycoming 10S-92W 
Drew 107-6SW 
McDaniel 51 -43W 
Gettysburg 116-S9 l 
Swarthmore131-74l 
Dickinson 11 0-95l 
Arcadia 167 -6SW 
York (Pa.) 154-1 OSl 
F&M 124-6SL 
Washington (Md.) 129-75W 
Bryn Mawr 104-94W 
Roster: 
Christopher Doyle, SO; Luke 
Fater, FR; Jacob Frey, FR; Ryan 
Furlong, FR; Brad Garman , SR; 
Jeremy Gencavage, FR; Adam 
McGonigle, FR; Peter Nikel, FR; 
Scott Paine, FR; Philip Quick, FR; 
Alex Rawley, FR; Nicholas 
Roberts, FR; Chris Smith, SO; 
Kevin Tallon, SO; Lloyd 
Tannenbaum, JR; David Wagner, 




Lebanon Valley 112-86W 





Dickinson 11 0-95W 
Arcadia 152-77W 
York (Pa.)140-119W 
F&M 124-71 L 
Washington (Md.)131-74L 
Bryn Mawr 104-94W 
Ro ter: 
Talin Boyadjjan, FR; Ljanna Fo ter-
Bey, FR; Ca ey Gilmore, SR; 
Elizabeth Gombo i, SR;Emily 
Herman, SR; Sarah Kolo ky, FR; 
Meli a Krupa, R; Lynd ay 
MacFeeter , R; Kacie McCormick, 
JR; Kathryn Pall , SO ' K,elly , 
Reynold , SO; arah Ryan, FR; 
Je ica aioky, JR; Jeannie Wea er, 
FR; Kaylani Wertman, FR; Bridget 
Winn, JR' Danielle Yentz, SO; 







Lebanon Valley Muhlenberg 
Franklin & Marshall Dickinson 
Swarthmore Washington 
Haverford Johns Hopkins 
Immaculata Franklin & Marshall 
Merchant Marine Gettysburg 
Carroll University (Wis.) Haverford 
Dickinson McDaniel 
Johns Hopkins Washington 
Muhlenberg 
Roster: 
1, F Mike Walther, SO; 2, G 
Matt Danahue, FR; 3, G Remy 
Cousart, SR; 5, G Matt Hilton, 
JR; 10, G Keith Page, SR; 14, 
G Kevin McGarvey, SR; 15, G 
JJ Rapczynski, SO; 24, G Lou 
Meindl, SO; 40, F TJ. Jones, 
JR; 41, F John Ward, FR; 42, F 
Scott Niewiadomski, SO; 45, F 





Johns Hopkins Muhlenberg 
Bryn Mawr Dickinson 
Franklin & Marshall Elizabethtown 
Swarthmore Washington 
Haverford Franklin & Marshall 
Gettysburg Bryn Mawr 
York (Pa.) Gettysburg 
Norwich Haverford 
Dickinson McDaniel 
Johns Hopkins Washington 
Muhlenberg 
Ro ter: 
2, F Lind ay Teuber, SO; 3, G 
Jaclyn Hilf, JR; 4, Laura Krieger, 
SR; 12, G Jackie Thoma , SO; 15 , 
G Kri ty George, SO; 20, F Jenna 
Poligo, JR; 21, G Chri y Taylor, 
SO; 23, G Jen Sroba, SO' 24, G 
Alli Ro ati , 0 ; 32, F Alex 
hiver , JR; 40, C A hley Sivo, 
FR; 41, F Julie Brow;n, SR; 4 , 
Carolyn Kon tanzer, SR; 44, F 












Brittany Ang, JR; Danielle 
Chmelew ki, JR; Jackie Clymer, JR; 
Kira Oldham-Curtis, SR; Andrea 
DeToro, SO; Katherine Gelinne, SO; 
Leah Kaylor, FR; Elle Kurz, SO; 
Katlyn Lawver, FR; Danielle 
Michielli, SO; Ani on Nichol , FR; 
Gianna Paone, SR; Morgan Pepe, 
FR; Veronica PelTY, JR; Stephanie 
Schmidt, FR; Erica Schnebel, JR; 
Erin Slaunwhite, JR; Gina Simeone, 




Lebanon Valley Invitational 
Messiah Invitational 
Franklin & Marshall Invitational 
Elizabethtown Invitational 
Ro ter: 
Au tin Anthony, JR; Franco 
Canni, FR; Chri Capone, JR; 
Chri Cirka, SO; Tim Duke, FR; 
Jame Gorman, SR; Davi 
Howley, JR; Maxwell Lehner, FR; 
Robert Linneman, SO; Brian 
Lutzow JR; Greg Srnida, FR; l 
Matt Stehman, SR; Anthony 
Todaro, SO; Matt Yuro , SO 
73 
en s rack 
Ursinus Winter Invitational F&M Invitational 
Ursinus Quad Meet Frank Colden Invitational 
University of Delaware Invitational Susquehanna Invitational 
Syracuse Invitational Keough Invitational 
Collegeville Classic Centennial Conference Championships 
Ursinus Pentathlon Columbia University Last Chance Meet 
NCAA Championships 
Ro. ter: 
Amos Almy, FR ; evin Amuquandoh, FR; Corey Barkers, 
FR; ick Benda, R; Marin Blithe, SR; Andrew Carr, SO: 
Jeff entafonl , JR ; Alben De iderio, SO; Adam DiCaprio, 
SO; Dante Dimjdio, SR; Shane. Eachus. SO; Kyle Fox, SR; 
Mark Gapinski , FR ; Jeremy Gravel , JR; Justin Garave] 
JR ; ick Giarrantano, 0 ; Bre tt Godoy, . R; Anthony 
Gochal, SO; Jordan Grannum, FR ; James Green, FR; Jarod 
Groome, FR ; Sean Hall , SR ; lnki Hong, JR; Danie l 
Horowi tz, SO; Jervis Hudson, SO; Brell Imbemba, JR ; 
Lance Jone , FR ; Jordan Kellogg, FR ; Andrew Levy, SO; 
Bogdan Li achenko, SO; Tristan Lozuaway-McCom ey, 
FR ; Tegh Matharu , SO; Brian Mehmet, 0 ; Ed Minelli , 
JR; Leonard Moffa, SR; Ben Mo her, SO; Kahlil Pillman, 
SO; Andrew Regan, SO; Brandon Russell , SO; John 
Ryder, SO; Chri s Salaga, SO; Tony Santino, JR ; Brendan 
Satmary, FR ; Chri s Senske, JR ; James Shehon, SO; 
Roben Shull le, SO; Brett Smyers, FR ; Kevin Tallon, SO; 
Eric Tucker, FR; Mall Watson, FR; John Yoko rn izo. JR ; 




Ursinus Winter Invitational F&M Invitational 
Ursinus Quad Meet Frank Colden Invitational 
University of Delaware Invitational Susquehanna Invitational 
Syracuse Invitational Keough Invitational 
Collegeville Classic Centennial Conference Championships 
Ursinus Pentathlon Columbia University Last Chance Meet 
NCAA Championshipss 
Roster: 
Ticora Adam , FR; Bianca Bartoli , 0 ; Gina 
BrienLa, FR; Ryann Burke, 0 ; aitlin Call ahan 
FR; Katie allahan, FR; Greta Carl on, FR; abrina 
Cimerol, 0 ; Alii on Cragg, 0 ; tephanie 
Donatone, 0 ; arina Doyle, FR; Laura Faith, JR ; 
Michelle Franko. JR ; Elizabeth Fuoco, 0 ; Lauren 
Gold tein , 0 : Rebecca Hollenbach, FR; Olivia 
Hovick, FR; age Hubert , FR; icole loveira, FR; 
Kir ten King, 0 ; Lauren Lammer , JR: manda 
Laurito, FR ; Kate Lechleitner, 0; Zana Mathuthu . 
0 ; Jo ie Mare a, 0 ; Greta Martikainen-Watche, 
JR; atalie Mas ari , FR; MeghaQ McDermott. S9; 
lexandra Morri , 0 ; Ali on olan. JR ; aroline 
avit7 . FR ; hel ie chadt. SO: my chaefer, SO; 
Leah haw, FR; ara herr, FR: elina ooks\ltan, 
FR; am tortz, FR; lauren Surman. 0 : Michelle 
Tetla, 0 ; Lindsay Teuber. 0; Nil:ole Varga. SR ; 
aitlin Wal h, 0 ; Delicia Wharton, FR; len Wolf, 
0 ; mber Yacenda, FR; Deb Yane ,a. JR; 




















2, Tommy Clarke, SR; 3, Ryan Givens, FR; 
4, Garrett Smith, SO; 5, Joe Mascali, FR; 6, 
Sean Grime , SO; 7, Lou Argentine, SO; 8, 
Ben Colburn, SO; 10, Ri ch Guthridge, SO; 
ll , Nate Schnell , SO; ] 2, Kevin Wil on, FR; 
13, Danny Ludwig, JR; 14, Vince Chiaro, 
SO; 15 , Taylor Wieczerack, FR; 16, AJ. 
Wright, FR; 17, Ja on Mullin , SO; 18, Brett 
Umstead, SR; 19, Ben Gresh, SO; 21, Rob 
Vogt, JR; 22, Allen Weaver, FR; 24, Joel 
Ackerman, SO; 27, Steve Christakos, SO; 
28, Kyle Levocz, FR; 29, Brandon Sulli van, 
SO; 30, Mike Schwager, SR; 32, Corey 
Weaver, SR; 33, Tim Jordan, FR; 37, Jake 



























McDaniel Lebanon Valley 
Swarthmore Muhlenberg 
Ro ter: 
2, Madi on Davi , FR; 3, Taylor 
Zelit ky, FR; 
4, amantha Lowe , FR; 5, amantha 
ini i, FR; 6, Amy Gentile, FR; 8, 
Rachael Vietheer, 0 ; 9, Abby ido, 0 ; 
10, Liz Lowe, JR; 11 , Kri tin Gall agher 
, JR; 12, Kelli Jerdan, FR; l3 , Jennilyn 
Weber, FR ; 14, Ca ie Brown, SO; 18, 
Kate Kehoe, 0 ; 2 1, f5:el ey Coyne, FR; 
22, Caitlin Higgin , FR; 
24, Jami e Mile, JR; 28, Emeile 
McFarland , FR; 30, Kelly Kalovcak, SO; 
33, Lauren Da i -Macedonia; SR; 44, 











I, Tay lor Allen , FR; 3, Malt Columbini. SO; 4, 
Reilly Hannapel, JR; 5. Pal Gillen, JR; 6. TJ. 
Magnani , FR; 7, Josh Baker, FR; 8, Tom Walsh , 
R; 9, Jeff Ocampo, SO; 10. Mike Bloom, SO; II , 
Andrew Bean, 0; 12, Erich Pingel, JR; L3, Mike 
Zapicchi , 0 ; 14, Eric Farri , SR; 16, Pat agle, 
SR; 17, John Di cepola, SO; 19, Tom Adel berger, 
JR ; 20, Matt Angle, JR ; 2 1, Jake We t, SR ; 23, 
Ryan Reuther, SO; 24, Clay Hall , SO; 25, Matt 
Conway, SR; 26, Grai g Gallo, JR; 27, Tony 
Ubertaccio, JR ; 28 , Brian Wei!. FR; 29, Dan 
Monzo, R; 30, David Krau , SO: 3 I , Chri sti an 
Melton , FR; 32, Joe LaSala, FR ; 33, Andrew Kirlin , 
SO; 34, Brandon Kruter, SR; 35 , Ernie Constantine, 
JR ; 36, Tyler Hughe , JR ; 37, oah Levin , FR ; 3 , 
Mike Alfieri , SO; 39, Logan Duffie, JR ; 40, Tony 
McDonnell , FR; 41 , Wytch Rigger, FR; 42, Vince 
Redko, SR; 43 , Seth Rose, FR; 44, Brian Greene, 





























00, Emma Bacharach, JR ; 2, Lauren Di tIer, 
JR ; 3, Lind ay Urban, JR ; 4, Meghan 
Morley, FR ; 5, Heather Connelly, JR ; 6, 
Alii on Furman, JR ; 7, Hannah Kuranz, JR; 
8, Kri ten Wampole, 0 ; 9, Aly a T ren, 
0 ; 10, Rebecca We tlake, FR; 12, I Jabeth 
Cannon, R ; 13, Emily Diehl , O ' 14, 
Tay lor Ego lf, FR; IS, Cindy Ta or, SR; 16, 
laire Yergeau, FR; I , E mily Hummel, J ; 
19, Kim Peifer, 0; 20, Megan Horney, FR; 
2 1, Kim John on, JR; 22, Rebecca Kamm, 
0; 24, Amy eza k, R; 25, Sarah Bran , 
R; 27, Eli zabeth Chatburn, FR; 30, Lauren 
Garganio, FR ; 90, Jackie Kimmel, FR; 99, 






















Albright Centennial Conference Championships 
Roster: 
Kyle Davis, SO; Kevin Dean, JR; 
Josh Hollaman, SR; Greg Lewis, 
JR; Sean Kelley, FR; Bennett 
MacLaughlin, SR; Nick RaIl, FR; 
Matt Surman, FR; Chris 




Stonehill Johns Hopkins 
Salve Regina Bryn Mawr 
Bentley Swarthmore 





Che] ea Carman, FR; Deborah 
Choi , FR; Jacqueline Heikel, FR; 
Jenna Hope, SR; Julia Kurtz, JR; 
Caroline Lippe, FR; Chri tina 
Lippe, SR; Leah Stambaugh, SR; 





Paul Doghramji , Miles Mawby, Harry Bambi 
83 
84 
DJ Lombardo, Mike Schwager, Adam Papa , Lorenzo Salcedo, Danny Olovi 
Oliver Barry, Kyle Bahm, John Whitham, Vince Mirab 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
'resident: Allison lnjaian, Vice President: Shannon Tull y, Recording Secretary: Kri sten tapler, Trea urer: Stacey Zimmer. Alex 
I1cBride, Heather Connelly, Liz Gombosi, Lauren Oi tIer, Lynd ay MacFeeter , Molly McGrath , Alaina Zimmerman, Je 
Iryant, Ell y Wall ace, Callie Ingram, Rachel Vietheer, Alli e Harmelin , Casey Gilmore, Shannon McDonald , Amy Richmond , 
lIelissa Reuter, Emily Herman, Lauren Myer , Steph Steinke, Emily Ahlberg, Keesha Fau to, Giovanna Franco, Katie Gigl , 
,aura Higgins, Kacie McCormi ck, Alli son Stoke, Je s Abramo, Kell y Adam , Lauren Gold tein , Ali Kemper, Je ie Kemper, 
:ana Mathuthu , Meghan McDermott, Kell y Reynolds, Abby Sido, Gina Brienza, Jen Cutler, tephanie Donatone, Lauren 
Jargani o, Elizabeth Hooper, Jami e Kuhn , Allie Minning, Becky We tlake, Jill Yurick 8S 
David Yourgrau , Vince Redo, Eric Farris, Tom Walsh , Scott Anderson , Carl Scholl , Arthur Gallo, Brandon Kamin, 
Reilly Hannapel , Ronak Darji , Zach Bruckner, Dominic Mallon, Anthony Dimeglio, Matt Watson , John Luke Picard, 
Liam Marston 
86 
Alex Wilson-President: Alex Wilson , Vice President: India McGhee, Treasurer: Tara Kreider, Secretary: Deniz 
Asaner; Emily White, Katie Simmon, Devon Allison , Steph Herr, Tanja Johansson, Paige McQuillan, Devon Smith , 
Megan Ormsby, Rachel Weyl , Marisa Urbano, Sarah Brand, Christen Mandracchia , Rebecca Lawson , Gwendolyn 
Gundrum, Laurel Salvo 
87 
Beta Sigma Lambda 
Chri topher Daniel, Vinh Ly, Dan Fryer, Yorgo Papadopolous, Jerry Hammer chrrildt, Pat Harkin , Zach Ziegler 
Class of 2010: Steve Christako , Ted Hilt, Garrett Smith, Garrett Mowrer, Anthony Todaro, Will Merritt, Bob Linneman, Sean 
Cameron 
88 
Alpha Sigma Nu 
Above. Si-ste.Y'kooA vNotki~ 
:elly Beck, Katherine Blair, Karen Boedecker, Lauren Daley, Jennifer Fargo, Alice Fowler, Brooke Garwood ,Chel ea 
,utt ,Andrea Magnolo, Laura Prahlad, Meli a Stratton , Julie Tran, Robyn Clarke, Samantha Cohen, A ya Monique Le lie, 
1ichelle Miller, Katherine Mueller, Kathleen Murley, Kaitlyn Myer , Spencer O 'Connor, Kerri Sullivan, Margaux Thieme-
lurdette, Christine Wal sh,MaryElizabeth A hley ,Bianca Bartoli, Eva Brame co, Cas ondra Brown, Erin Doby, Emily Dugan, 
daina Gaine Devin Henry, Jenn Joseph , Kate Kehoe, Annie Lapera, Elizabeth Roth, Rebecca Smyth 
imena Talavera 89 
Sigma Rho Lambda 
Seniors: Harry Fennimore, Mark Lasorda, Rob Saunders, Len Moffa, Ari Cohen, Todd Wonderlin , Steve Leydet. 
Juniors: Antonio Scotto, Greg Lewis, Jake Hubble, Andy Harmon, Ray Clarke, Chris Capone, Mike Serpa. 
Sophomores: Dave Downs, Greg Kristofer, Rob Gissubel , Chris Yanucil , Max Lowenstein. NME 2010: Ben Moshel', 
Rance Zawada, Pat Kent 
90 
Omega Chi 
Katie Hunt, Sarah Brant, Jen Hooven, Je Zatwarnicki , Stef Moyoer, Emma Bacharach, Allie Clo e, Lauren Lammer , 
Lindsey Doutt, Loreal Brown, A hley Montoya, Lauren Meeley, Sami Marcheski, Hannah Kuranz, Kim John on, Shannon 
Grube, Kir ten King, Caitlin Wal h, Ro ie Kre ,Dani Hulen, Sarah Schwol ky, Sophie Kenuk, Arielle Leflar, Jane Kim, 
Morgan Vanderrnast, Chri stiana Gro s 
91 
Sigma Pi 
Cody Po tlethwait, Phillip Ricci, Bennett MacLauchlan, Brandon Reber, GregoHurowitz, Michael; Summers, Satchel; Elliott, 
Craig; Brinton-Miele, Mar hall; Sullivan, Ryan; Glover, Gerald; Infanti, Jean-Pasquale; Wyshock, Christopher; Boyson, Gary; 
Emery, Brett; Dri coil, Matthew; Po tlethwait, Cody; Narbut, Jackie; Alexander, Anthony; Dean, Kevin; Reber, Brandon; Ball, 
Timothy; MacLauchlan, Bennett; Satmary, Brendon; Kelley, Sean; Little, Gregory; Ricci, Phillipry Little, Jackie Narbut, Kevin 
Dean, Anthony Alexander 
92 
Phi Alpha Psi 
~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
fAJ-J 
Sarah Ebling (Pre ident), Je ie Gammel(VP), Meli a Quirk (Secretary), Chelsey Geib (Trea urer) , Alicia Bengt on, Aly a 
Daloi io, Lauren Scholwin ki, Kaylyn Turner, Lydia Civello, Lauren DiTizio, Jen Bonini, Kara Gro , Dahee Kim, Danielle 
Kimmel, Liza Agayeva, Kri sty Roman, Lauren Fogarty, Chel ea Lee, Brittany Ang, Danielle Welhaf, Rebekah Borio, ara 
Romaine, Kri ten Gallagher, Kri sten Amoro 0, icole Zimmerman, Stephanie Bonacor i, A hley Pai ley, Brooke Mitchell, Julia 
Fox, Cas ie Colombo, Jenn Jacob-Free e, Mandy Shi ler, Rebecca Kamm, Sandy Shore, Annabel Clarance, Kami lah McGill , 
Latifah Waddy, Erika Ochman , Liz Wallace, Stephanie ocito, Liz VanHorn. Clas of20 10: Colette Gabler, Ryan Feeney, 
Sarah Rowland , Cait Harley, Lizzie Fuoco, Erin Boyce, Lauren Tede co, Julie Pilla, Nicole Ioviero, Whitney archiapone, J Ie 
Mares. a, Alys a Landis, Taylor Bell 
93 
Phi Kappa Sigma 
Au tin Anthony, Justin Avery, Alex Branham, Mike Cafarchio, Andrew Clark, Erik Derr,Mike Duffield,Andrew Eron,Nid 
Ferrante,Will Freeman,Tim Gibble,Chri Howard,Tim Kaub,Zach Klock,Ethan Kuhn,Jeff Landau,Brian Laraia,Ja or 
Mullins,Kristopher Nerl,Matt Nixon,Russell Parnon,Zach Shamberg,Mark Smedberg,Mitchell Smith,Sam Snodgrass,Danie 
Stoken,Ron Stranix,Lloyd Tannenbaum,Derrick Wickward,Matt Zuber ,Kevin Zufe lt 
94 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
: ara Janes, Amanda Hurley, Jillian Gold tein , Kari a Smith , Katherine LaFerriere, Kelly Connor, Emily Ganni a, Sarah 
;chultz, Daria DePaul , Alaina Geary, Kimberly John on, A hley Nelon-Gentry, Maire Moriarty , Innocent Turner, Megan 
),Brien, Leticia Wal ston, Cody Basore, Lauren Vendetti , Tye ha Reddick, Melanie John on, Kri ten Gray, Katherine Thomp on, 
Cayleigh Murphy, Colleen Vincer, Briana Kelly , Maria Dennard , Loui sa Schnaithmann, Nicole Dillie, Ananda Holton, Brittany 
~ose O'Dowd, Sara Simon 
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3ara Abdelmageed , Mary Barbagallo, Jenn Beigal , Briana Brukilacchio, Adriana Campo, Shawna Corcoran , Abby 
Fife, Noelle Goldcamp, Sara Jones, Allison Kovacs , Lauren McGrath, Lauren Mermelstein, Kate Murphy, Emily 
Patrick, Rachel Perry, Toni Quintilian , Alyse Reid , Audge Thrasher, Cyndney VanDyke, Chelsea Alexander, 
Caroline Andrews, Jen Bayzick, Jacquelyn Berkowitz, Molly Blew, Holly Brizell , Lindsay Budnick, Cara DiNicola, 
Regan Dohm, Andrea Harring, Amber Hyppolite, Barbara Joseph, Kyli Kauth , Michelle Klaw, Lindsay Knauer, 
Anna Larouche, Sophia Lazare, Lucille McNamara, Ashley O'Connell , Corin Owermohle, Gabrielle Poretta, Dana 
Puglisi , Meaghan Reid , Saddean Reid , Abby Robinson , SarahAnne Rosner, Elise Sassone, Jen Schrandt, 
Amanda Schwartz, Lauren Schwegler, Erica Scott, Daria Shafi , Amanda Sherk, Danielle Siravo, Carolyn Smith, 
Taylor Sparks, Michelle Tetla, Denise Vereen , Sarah Wadsworth , Kaitlyn Werner, Rachel Westby, Kyla Wind 
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Bridget Daly-Barnes 
I am so proud of all that you 
have accomplished. Your 
zest for life and winning 
ways have brought great 
joy to many. Thank you for 
sharing your journey with 
me. Your path will be an 





Through good times and bad, having you around the 
past three years has been a blessing! Ursinus won't 
be the same without you. I'll miss pestering you on 
a daily basis, but I know that Dad will do well taking 





We are so proud of your 
accomplishments. You are such 
a great guy and we have 
enjoyed getting to know you. 
You are like a son to us. Thank 
you for taking such good care 
of our daughter. We have no 
doubt that you will succeed in 
anything you put your mind to. 
Love, 
Doreen, Jack and Kristin 
Congratulations! 
Bridget Daly-Barnes 
Bridget, You are an amazing and wonderful daughter. You 
have accomplished so much in these past four yearsl We 
admire your compassion and adventuresome spirit. You will 
always be our "hurricane" Much success in the years aheadl 
Love, 
Mom and Dad 
Matthew Hummel 
We are so proud of what you have accomplished at 
J rsinus! Your many hours of hard work have paid off, 
here was never any doubt that you would SUCCEED! 
We loved watching you on the baseball field; although it 
iidn 't work out as planned you met many new friends . 
~eaving baseball allowed you to become involved in 
)ther activities that made you happy, including spending 
nore time with Bridget; the love of your life. Thanks for 
lever giving up when things got tough. We love you and 
Q10W you will continue to be successful in all that you 
lo! Love, Mom and Dad 
vIatt, thanks for being the BEST big brother; I can 
tlways count on you to be there when I need you! 
~ove, Kim 
Matthew H_ .... A,&-II • .A" .... ~ ... . 
What can we say except that we are very 
proud of you ! You have truly succeeded 
in everything you have set forth to do. 
From the day you were born you have 
been extremely special to us. You have 
freely given of yourself to help us when-
ever we needed it. These last four years were tough without you around all 
the time, but you made time to come home on the weekends and play cards 
with Pop. Not too many college students would do that. Although Pop was 
called to heaven in December, he will always live in your heart. We love you 
very much. Gram and Pop 
Bridget, 
Congratulations on your graduation. You have 
worked hard and we are proud of you! From the 
first night we met you, freshman year, we have 
grown to love you. Remember Pop loved you like a 
granddaughter aka ((The Bride". Best of luck at 
Drexel! 
Bill, Barb, Kim, Gram and Pop 
Congratulations to the 
Class of 20101 
• TM 
lOS tens 





The 2010 Ruby Yearbook staff would like 
to soya special thank you to all of those 






Shawn Marie Brown 
College Communications 
Wendy Greenberg 
Sports Information Director 
Jim Wagner 
Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
Dr. Spencer Foreman 








and for his continued support of Ursinus 
tradition and student achievement 
President Strassburger 
And to all those who contributed 
individual photos for publication. 
Thank you, thank you, thank you. 


